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Scene 0

Welcome to Space Island (tutorial)

Setting

Space Island spaceport

Target vocabulary

scared

Target structures

I’m (Space Stacey).
We have a (job for you).

Vocabulary catch, danger, machine, stop, teleporter, tricks
Extension

Structures

Can I help?
How can (I help)?
I’m on my way!
I’m sending you (a machine to help).
Who are you?

Walkthrough
Objective Your objective for Scene 0 is to catch the Purple Space Trickster.
Intro
Whilst traveling in your spaceship, you will receive an urgent message from
Professor Bloom, Rose, and Harry over a live video link. They will assign you a
highly important mission: to rescue Hip and Hop and bring an end to the antics of
the Space Tricksters that have invaded Space Island.
Professor Bloom will show you video footage of the Mega Trickster capturing Hip
and Hop in the tractor beam of his spaceship before landing eight mischievous
Space Tricksters on Space Island. To assist you on your mission, the professor
will give you a Space Trickster list. You will then head directly to Space Island.
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Step 1
Having landed on Space Island, you will find yourself
outside your spaceship equipped with a visor over your
eyes. You will automatically receive the Picture
Dictionary then soon get a message from Professor
Bloom. He will appear as a moving image projected
from your visor and instruct you to go to the teleporter.
Go right until you find the teleporter. Click on it to
receive the Space Trickster Catching Machine.
! Beware of the Space Trickster.
You’ll notice a Space Trickster dashing after you. It will
knock you over, hindering your progress, if you fail to
avoid it. You’ll be chased by a different Space Trickster
in every Scene, with the exception of Scene 8 where
you’ll meet the Mega Trickster.

Step 2
Continue right and you’ll come across an alien
woman called Space Stacey whose pet will float
off into the air as you approach. It will land on
top of the “Welcome to Space Island” sign.
Speak to her and she’ll ask for your help. Use
the doorway of the control tower building to
jump up and retrieve the pet. Make contact with
the pet to collect it.
Step 3
Click on Space Stacey to return the pet. Once
you’ve done this the Space Trickster Catching
Machine will appear in the bottom left corner of
the screen, meaning it is now active.
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Step 4
Catch the Space Trickster. Click on it
to engage in a chase—a bubble
released from the Catching Machine
will gravitate to the Trickster,
indicating that you’ve successfully
targeted it.

Continue the chase until you catch up with the
Trickster. Click on it repeatedly to release more bubbles
from the Catching Machine. The Space Trickster will
eventually be covered in bubbles and drawn into the
Catching Machine where it will be trapped.

Chatroom
Before you leave the Scene, note the
location of the chatroom. This can be
accessed by clicking on the entrance to
the control tower building. The chatroom
allows you to communicate or play games
with other online users.

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 1 (

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once the cursor is
a “Go right” symbol.
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Scene 1

Nature and colors

Setting

Space Island Park

Target vocabulary

Math: equals, minus, plus
Nature: birds, flowers, insects, mushrooms, pond,
rock, tree
Numbers: 1–40
Other: park

Target structures

How many (blue ponds) are there?
There is (one blue pond).
There are (two blue ponds).

Nature: spider, worm
Other: again, all, answer, beautiful, correct, examine,
Vocabulary great, mission log, park keeper, places, question,
report, stealing, sure, tourist, watering can, work,
write

Extension
Structures

(The Yellow Space Trickster) has put (the poster labels
in the wrong places).
Here, take this.
How interesting!
I (don’t) think (that’s right).
I don’t have (a favorite insect).
I’m here to (see the park).
Now tell me what else you can see.
That’s right/wrong.
There are (a lot of insects).
Try again.
Watch out for (space spiders).
Good job.
What’s the problem?
What’s your favorite (insect)?
You’re (right/wrong).

Walkthrough
Objective Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Yellow Space Trickster.
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Adventure 1: Help the tourist complete the poster
To your right you’ll see a tourist standing by the park entrance. Speak to him and
he’ll ask you to correct the labels on the poster behind him.

y Click on a word, hold down the mouse button, and drag it to the
corresponding image. Release the mouse button to drop it in place.
! If you make as many as three mistakes, the activity will end. Speak to the
tourist again to restart it.
Once the poster has been corrected, the tourist will invite you into the park.
Adventure 2: Return color to the park
Go through the gate and continue right until you reach the Park Keeper. Speak to
her and she will explain that the Yellow Space Trickster is stealing colors from the
park. To help, you must answer questions about an image of the park as it looked
before the colors were stolen. This will pop up automatically.
Move the cursor towards the edge of the screen to scroll across the image of the
park. Answer the questions by counting the items (blue ponds, brown rocks, etc.)
in the image, including any in the background.
Question

Answer

How many blue ponds are
there?

There are two blue ponds.

How many brown rocks are
there?

There are eleven brown rocks.
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How many blue and yellow
mushrooms are there?

There are twenty-six blue and
yellow mushrooms.

How many yellow flowers
are there?

There are twenty-nine yellow
flowers.

How many blue birds are
there?

There are five blue birds.

y Count the blue ponds, brown rocks, blue and yellow mushrooms, yellow flowers,
and blue birds to answer the Park Keeper’s questions.
Once complete, color will return to the park and the Space Trickster Catching
Machine will appear in the bottom left corner of the screen.
Click on the Space Trickster to catch it, exactly as you did in Scene 0.
Professor Bloom will then contact you via your visor. Respond to him by selecting
the correct speech options.
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Professor Bloom

Answer

Now tell me what you can see.

I can see blue and yellow mushrooms
and pink insects.

Now tell me what else you can see.

I can see brown rocks and blue birds.

Professor Bloom will suggest you write a report. At this point, you’ll automatically
receive a mission log with a written report about the park stored on it.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Speak to the Insect Inspector and she will give you a watering can.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the frog sitting on a rock. Click on it
to activate a Quiz to practice addition and
subtraction with numbers 1–40.

Five of these questions will appear (order will vary):
Five plus seven equals …
Eleven plus thirteen equals …
Twenty-five minus fourteen equals …
Twenty plus fourteen equals …
Eighteen minus five equals …
Nine plus thirty-one equals …
Fifteen plus fifteen equals …
Twenty minus one equals …

12.
24.
11.
34.
13.
40.
30.
19.

To win: 3/5 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 2 (
To Scene 0 '

Go to the far right of the Scene and click on the opening in the
blue vertical tube (your cursor will change to a “Go up” symbol).
Go to the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is
a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 2

People (appearance)

Setting

Space Bus docking station (scene 2.1) and interior of Space Bus
(scene 2.2)

Target vocabulary

Appearance: big, blond, glasses, long, short, small
Body: beard, eyes, fingers, hair, mustache, mouths,
neck, nose, teeth

Target structures

(The Space Trickster) has (small teeth).
(The Space Trickster) doesn’t have (glasses).
Do you have (long hair)?

Appearance: curly, red (hair)
Body: chin, cheek, nails, stomach, throat
Vocabulary Other: astronaut, autographed, Earth, famous, finish,
hiding, inside, on (a bus/Space Island), play tricks,
pretty, terrible, test

Extension
Structures

I need someone who (knows about humans).
Leave me alone!
Thanks for (your help).
That isn’t (the Space Trickster).
Use this to (show me).
What are these?
What do you do?
What does (the Space Trickster) look like?
What else can you tell me?
What is this?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Light Green Space
Trickster.

Adventure 1: Complete Shirley Homeland’s quiz on humans
Go left until you find Shirley Homeland, a Space Island police officer. Speak to
her and she’ll give you a test. Identify the pictures to complete the Quiz.
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Five of the following will appear (order will vary):
long, blond beard
short, red beard

big teeth
short, blond hair

nose
black mustache

glasses
long, red hair

To win: 5/5 correct answers
Close the Quiz window (click on the “X”) and then follow Shirley into the Space
Bus by clicking on the steps leading up to it.
Adventure 2: Question the humans to find the Space Trickster
Speak to Shirley Homeland and she will give you the detector. You’ll need this to
identify the Space Trickster disguised as a human on the Space Bus.
Ask each of the eight humans on board “What does the Space Trickster look like?”
and they will each give you a different piece of information about its appearance.
Beware though, the Space Trickster itself will tell you a lie.

Tourist D

Tourist E

Tourist F

Tourist C

Tourist G

Tourist B

Tourist H

Tourist A

Tourist A:

“The Space Trickster has small teeth.”

Tourist B:

“The Space Trickster has black hair.”

Tourist C:

“The Space Trickster doesn’t have a beard.”

Tourist D:

“The Space Trickster doesn’t have red hair.”

Tourist E:

“The Space Trickster doesn’t have a mustache.”

Shirley
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Tourist F:

“The Space Trickster has blond hair.”

Tourist G:

“The Space Trickster has long hair.”

Tourist H:

“The Space Trickster doesn’t have glasses.”

Click “Use” on the detector item card to determine whether a character is a Space
Trickster or not. Tourist B is the Space Trickster. Use the detector on her and
she’ll reveal her true form.
Once the Space Trickster has been discovered, the Space Trickster Catching
Machine will appear in the bottom left corner of the screen. Click on the Trickster
to catch it, exactly as you did in previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Respond to him by selecting the correct
speech options.
Professor Bloom

Answer

Now tell me about the Space Tricksters.

They have short hair.

What else do they have?
What else can you tell me?

They have big mouths.
They play tricks.

A new report, on Space Tricksters, will appear in your mission log.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Exit the Space Bus via the stairs and walk right until you meet Teresa Valentin.
Speak to her and she will give you a Teresa Valentin autographed photo.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the satellite dish on one of the hotel
balconies in scene 2.1 (outside the
spaceship). This will take you to a game
of Litterbugs to revise and extend
vocabulary on the topic of Body.

chin

cheek

nails

stomach

throat

hair

To win: 3/6 correct answers
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Exiting the Scene
To Scene 3 (
To Scene 1 '

Go to the far right edge of scene 2.1 (outside the Space Bus), to
the right of the entrance to the blue tube. Click once your cursor
is a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the right of scene 2.1 and click on the entrance to the blue
tube once your cursor is a “Go down” symbol. Alternatively, use
your map.
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Scene 3

Pets (appearance and body parts)

Setting

Space Island Zoo

Target vocabulary

Animals: bat, cat, dog, fish, frog, hamster, parrot,
rabbit, snake, spider, turtle
Appearance: long, old, pretty, short, ugly, young
Body: tail, wings, fur

Target structures

(The Snaffle Quag) has (a beak).
(The Space Trickster) doesn’t have (glasses).
What do (Snaffle Quags) look like?

Extension

Body: beak, claws, horn(s), paws, spots, stripes,
trunk, whiskers
Vocabulary Other: animal pens, computers, dangerous, excellent,
fix, label [v], look after, match [v], one [as
substitution], planet, read, safe, yikes, zookeeper

Structures

(The Space Trickster) is playing with (the computers)!
Oh no!
We can’t (read about the animals).
What can I do?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Orange Space Trickster.

Adventure 1: Help the Zookeeper complete the information poster
Go right until you reach the Zookeeper. Speak to him and help him to fix the poster
by matching the words to the pictures.
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y Click on a word, hold down the mouse button and drag it to the corresponding
picture. Release the mouse button to drop it in place.
! If you give three incorrect answers, the activity will end. Speak to the Zookeeper
again to restart it.
Once you have fixed the poster, the Zookeeper will invite you into the zoo.
Adventure 2: Help the Zookeeper identify the correct animal
Go right, through the gate and into the zoo. Speak to the Zookeeper again and help
him to label all the animal pens. He will give you one USB stick for each animal at
the zoo: Snaffle Quag, Groggly Skiff, Voodle, Num Num and Waffler.
Listen to the Zookeeper describe an animal and then move to the pen of that
animal. Find the correct USB stick in your inventory and click “Use.” If correct, the
name of the animal will appear on the computer screen in front of the pen.
1
2
3
4
5

The
The
The
The
The

Snaffle Quag has a beak and a big tail with stripes.
Waffler has a trunk, a horn, and four paws. It doesn’t have stripes.
Voodle has claws, whiskers, and a tail. It doesn’t have spots.
Groggly Skiff has fur and a horn. It doesn’t have a trunk.
Num Num has spots, wings, and a tail. It doesn’t have stripes.
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From left to right:

Groggly Skiff

Voodle

¤

Num Num

¤

Snaffle Quag
¤

¤

Waffler
¤

Once complete, the Zookeeper will reward you with a toy. The Space Trickster
Catching Machine will appear in the bottom left corner of the screen. Click on the
Trickster to catch it, as you did in previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Select the correct speech options to answer
his questions.
Professor Bloom

Answer

What do Snaffle Quags look like?

They have a beak and a tail.

What do Voodles look like?
What do Num Nums look like?

They have whiskers and a tail.
They have wings and spots.

A new report, on Space Island animals, will appear in your mission log.
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Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Felicity Fling outside the Num Num’s pen. Speak to her and she will give you a
bat.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Click on the bird house in the tree to the
right of the Num Num’s pen. This will take
you to game of Match card to revise
vocabulary on the topic of Appearance.

pretty

ugly

short

long

young

old

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 4 (
To Scene 2 '

Find the teleporter to the left of the animal poster and click on it
(your cursor will change to a “Teleport” symbol).
Go to the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is a
“Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 4

Home (rooms and furniture)

Setting

Outside and inside Fid’s house

Target vocabulary

Furniture: tub, bed, chair, stove, cupboard, lamp,
shower, sofa, TV
House: bathroom, bedroom, garden, kitchen, living
room
Prepositions of place: in, on, under

Target structures

It’s (a lamp).
It’s (in the bathroom).
What’s inside this box?
Where’s the (tub)?

Vocabulary

building [n], delivering, fridge, furniture, hiding,
locked, near, roof, table, tall

Structures

I’m friends with (Hip and Hop).
Is there (a TV in the living room)?
What are you (doing)?
What color (is the house)?
What’s happening?
Where are you now?
Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

Extension

Walkthrough
Objective Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Pink Space Trickster.
Adventure 1: Help Dee Livery to label the furniture
Go right until you reach a woman wearing a baseball cap, called Dee Livery. Speak
to her and she will ask you to help label the boxes. Find the highlighted box and
click on it to see what’s inside.
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Report back to Dee Livery with the answer. If correct, the box will receive a label.
1
2
3
4

It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s

a
a
a
a

lamp.
stove.
sofa.
tub.

5
6
7
8

It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s

a
a
a
a

cupboard.
shower.
chair.
bed.

Once all the boxes have been labeled, the Space Trickster will send a blast of
energy toward the boxes, magically bringing the contents to life! The furniture from
the boxes will now be animated.
Adventure 2: Return Fid’s furniture to the correct rooms
Enter the house via the stairs and speak to Fid in the living room. Help him to find
and recover his furniture.
Fid will tell you which item of furniture he is looking for. Find the item and then
return to Fid and click on him to tell him where it is. He will ask you to move it to
the right place in the house. Do this by jumping on top of the item and it will
automatically return to its correct location.
Fid
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s
Where’s

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

cupboard?
bed?
chair?
shower?
stove?
sofa?
lamp?
tub?

Answer
It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s
It’s

under the tree.
on the roof.
in the kitchen.
in the bathroom.
in the living room.
in the bedroom.
in the garden.
under the table.

When all the furniture items are back in their correct places, Fid will reward you
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with flowers. The Space Trickster Catching Machine will then appear in the bottom
left corner of the screen. Click on the Trickster to catch it, exactly as you did in
previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Select the correct speech options to answer
his questions.
Professor Bloom

Answer

Where are you now?

I’m near a house.

What’s in the house?
Is there a TV in the living room?

There’s a living room and a bedroom.
Yes, there is.

A new report, on Space Island houses, will appear in your mission log.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Cyclo in the garden to the left of the house, near Dee Livery’s truck. Speak to
him and he will give you a Space Island map.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Click on the motorbike helmet on the
ground floor level of the house,
underneath the stairs. This will take you
to a game of Hungry Shark to revise
vocabulary on the topic of Furniture.

stove

shower

lamp

sofa

cupboard

bed

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 5 (
To Scene 3 '

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is
a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the far left of the Scene and click on the teleporter by Dee
Livery’s truck (your cursor will change to a “Teleport” symbol).
Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 5

Clothes

Setting

Space Island Laundromat

Target vocabulary

Clothes: coat, dress, hat, jeans, shorts, socks, scarf,
shirt, skirt, sneakers, T-Shirt

Target structures

She’s wearing (white pants).
What are you wearing?
What is (Lucy Laundry) wearing?

Actions: pull, push, turn on/off
Other: belt, boring, broken, button, fashionable,
Vocabulary fixing, Laundromat, lever, museum, pipe, shopping
center, sort (them) out, space suit, washing machine,
Extension
wearing
Structures

Who is there?
You look great!

Walkthrough
Objective Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Red Space Trickster.
Adventure 1: Help Lucy Laundry fix the washing machine
Go right and enter the Space Island Wash-o-matic. Speak to Lucy Laundry and
she will ask you to help fix her washing machine. Follow her instructions.
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Click here to
push the red
button.

Click here to
pull the
black lever.

Jump on this
blue pipe.

Click here to
turn the
water on.

Click here to
turn the water
off.

Jump on the blue pipe.
Push the red button.
Pull the black lever.
Turn off the water.
Turn on the water.
When you have fixed it, Lucy Laundry will thank you for your help.
Adventure 2: Sort out the laundry for Laurence Laundry
Continue right until you meet Laurence Laundry. Speak to him and he will ask
you to help him sort the laundry. Satisfy each of the laundry lists along the top of
the screen. Every time you drop an item of clothing into one of the colored tubes,
it will register on the associated laundry list.
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y Click on an item of clothing, hold down the mouse button, drag it to a correct
tube, and then release the mouse button.
Felicity Fling

Hip

Hop

Fid

Dee Livery

1x

coat

1x

scarf

3x

shirts

4x

shirts

1x

skirt

3x

dresses

2x

T-shirts

2x

pairs of
jeans

2x

pairs of
jeans

2x

dresses

1x

hat

2x

skirts

4x

pairs of
socks

3x

T-shirts

1x

scarf

2x

pairs of
socks

2x

pairs of
jeans

1x

pair of
shorts

5x

pairs of
socks

1x

hat

! If you give three incorrect answers, the activity will end and reset. You will have
to speak to Laurence Laundry again to restart it.
When you have completed the activity, Laurence Laundry will reward you with a
space suit. The Space Trickster Catching Machine will then activate. You will see
it appear in the bottom left corner of the screen. Click on the Trickster to catch it,
as you did in previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Select the correct speech options to
answer his questions.
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Professor Bloom

Answer

Where are you now?
Who is there?
What is Lucy Laundry wearing?
What is Laurence Laundry wearing?

I’m in Space Island Laundromat.
Lucy and Laurence Laundry.
She’s wearing a white dress.
He’s wearing a white T-shirt.

A new report, on clothes at Space Island Laundromat, will appear in your mission
log.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Fashionista outside the entrance to the Space Island Wash-o-matic. Speak to
her and she will give you a belt.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Click on the ladder to the far right of the
Laundromat interior. This will take you to
a game of Match card to revise vocabulary
on the topic of Clothes.

sneakers

shirt

jeans

shorts

skirt

hat

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 6 (
To Scene 4 '

Exit the Laundromat if you’re not outside already and go to the
far right edge of the Scene. Click once your cursor is a “Go right”
symbol.
Exit the Laundromat if you’re not outside already and go to the
far left edge of the Scene. Click once your cursor is a “Go left”
symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 6

Sports (can/can’t)

Setting

Space Island Sports Center

Target vocabulary

Activities: climb (trees), jump, play basketball, play
soccer, play tennis, ride a bike, run, swim

Target structures

I can (play basketball).
I can (run), but I can’t (swim).
What sport can you (play)?

competing, different, fun, join, learn, really, sending
Vocabulary (the sportspeople) to sleep, sports trainer,
sportspeople, team, tennis racket, training
Extension
Structures

Are you good at tennis?
Click the (buttons on the machine).
I want to (join the Space Island Sports Team).
Which planets are competing?
Yes, I’m really good at tennis.

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Blue Space Trickster.

Adventure 1: Help Arnold to learn new sports
Go into the sports center and continue right until you find Arnold. Speak to him
and he will ask you to help him learn some sports. Once you are both sat in the
Sports Training Pod, listen to Arnold’s instructions and click on the corresponding
icons on the machine’s sports selection panel.
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y Arnold: “OK, let’s run!”
Let’s run.

run

play
basketball

swim

play
soccer

climb

ride a
bike

play
tennis

jump

Let’s play basketball.
Let’s jump.
Let’s play tennis.
Let’s play soccer.
Let’s ride a bike.
Let’s swim.
Let’s climb.

! If you give three incorrect answers, you will be ejected from the Sports Training
Pod. However, your progress with Arnold will not be reset unless you leave the
Scene or exit the game. Speak to Arnold again to re-enter the activity.
Adventure 2: Complete the teams with the correct sportspeople
Go right until you find Linford—he is dressed in red and wearing a gold medal
around his neck. Speak to him and he will ask you to find people for the Earth
sports teams. He will then give you the Earth sports teams inventory card.
Work your way down the list from Team 1 to Team 4. The missing sportspeople
are represented by a red-colored head in the right column and their abilities by
the black sporting icons in the left column.
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Find a male that can run and play basketball.
Find a female that can play tennis and soccer.
Find a female that can climb and jump.
Find a male that can swim and ride a bike.

Talk to the characters around the sports center, except the sleeping ones. Use
the elevators to navigate between the four floors by clicking on them (your cursor
will change to an “Up” or “Down” symbol).
When you find a character with the right abilities for the team, reply “Great, come
with me.” Return to Linford on the ground floor and the chosen sportsperson will
follow you. Speak to Linford and he will thank you for finding the right person.
Continue until you have found a suitable sportsperson for all four teams.

Sp C

Sp D

Sp B

Sp A
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Linford
Sp = Sportsperson
Team 1

Sp B

“I can run, but I can’t swim. Oh, and I can play basketball.”

Team 2

Sp A

“I can play tennis and soccer, but I can’t ride a bike.”

Team 3

Sp C

“I can’t swim, but I can climb and jump.”

Team 4

Sp D

“I can swim and ride a bike, but I can’t jump.”

Once the teams are complete, Linford will reward you with basketball clothes.
The Space Trickster Catching Machine will then become active. Click on the
Trickster to catch it, as you did in previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Respond to him by selecting the correct
speech options.
Professor Bloom

Answer

Where are you now?

I’m at the Tri-Planet Sports Contest.

What sports can you see there?

Tennis and swimming.

Which planets are competing?

Earth, Space Island, and Beetle Juice.

A new report, on sport at the Tri-Planet Sports Contest, will appear in your
mission log.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Fed on the top floor of the sports center. Speak to him and he will give you a
tennis racket.
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Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the exercise bike on the right-hand
side of the second floor (the floor with all
the bikes on it). Click on it to enter a
game of Litterbugs to revise vocabulary
on the topic of Activities.

play tennis

play
basketball

run

jump

climb trees

swim

To win: 3/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 7 (
To Scene 5 '

Exit the sports center and click on the teleporter to the left of the
doorway (your cursor will change to a “Teleport” symbol).
Go the far left edge of the Scene, outside the sports center, and
click once your cursor is a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use
your map.
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Scene 7

Food (likes and dislikes)

Setting

Space Island Food Factory and Space Island Beamaway on a Space
Island street

Target vocabulary

Food: bananas, cheese, chicken, cucumbers, eggs,
fish, peaches, peas, plums, potatoes, salad,
strawberries, tomatoes
Numbers: 1–50
Other: favorite, vegetables, yuck, yum

Target structures

Do you like (the food on Space Island)?
He likes (cucumbers and cheese), but he doesn’t like
(chips).

Food and drink: chips, coffee, donuts, mangoes,
Vocabulary oranges, pasta
Extension
Other: air, delivery, eating, making, sandwich(es)
Structures

—

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to catch the Dark Green Space
Trickster.

Adventure 1: Help Fran Farmer grow some fruit and vegetables
Go right and enter the Space Island Food Factory. Jump up the stairs on the lefthand side and find Fran Farmer. Speak to her and she will ask for your help with
the Auto Grower. Follow her instructions to produce the correct amount of fruit
and vegetables.
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y Fran Farmer: “Forty strawberries, please.”
Click on the strawberries icon and then use the numbered buttons to key in the
amount. When you’re ready, click “Start.” (The “x” button can be used to delete.)
1
2
3
4

forty strawberries
seven plums
forty-nine peas
ten potatoes

5
6
7
8

two cucumbers
twenty-one peaches
seventeen bananas
eight tomatoes

! If you give three incorrect answers, the activity will end and reset. Speak to Fran
Farmer again to restart it.
When you have completed the activity, exit the Space Island Food Factory.
Adventure 2: Help Ben Beamaway catch the food
Go right and enter Space Island Beamaway. Find Ben Beamaway inside the
restaurant to the right of the door, standing by the food counter. Speak to him
then help him catch the correct fillings for his customers’ sandwiches.
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y Ben Beamaway: “Customer 1 likes the Beamaway favorite—bananas and
strawberries, but she doesn’t like tomatoes.”
Wait for each correct filling to place itself between the two slices of bread then
press the red button, e.g. click once for the banana and again for the strawberry.
Customer 1 likes the Beamaway favorite—bananas and strawberries, but she
doesn’t like tomatoes.
Customer 2 likes cucumbers and cheese, but he doesn’t like chips.
Customer 3 likes chicken and eggs, but she doesn’t like strawberries.
Customer 4 likes strawberries and peaches, but he doesn’t like fish.
! If you create three incorrect sandwiches, you’ll be ejected from behind the
counter and the activity will reset. To restart, speak to Ben Beamaway.
Once all orders are complete, Ben Beamaway will give you donuts and coffee to
take to the police officers at the Tall Tower building. The Space Trickster Catching
Machine will then become active. You’ll find the Trickster running around inside
Space Island Beamaway. Click on it to catch it, as in previous Scenes.
Professor Bloom will then contact you. Respond to him by selecting the correct
speech options.
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Professor Bloom

Answer

Where are you now?

I’m at the Space Island Beamaway.

What food do they like there?

They like sandwiches.

A new report, on food at Space Island Beamaway, will appear in your mission log.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Cris Critic on the top floor of Space Island Beamaway. Speak to him and he
will give you the Beamaway favorite sandwich: bananas and strawberries.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the cactus inside the Space Island
Food Factory on a shelf to the left of the
door. Click on it to enter a game of Spell
drop to revise and extend vocabulary on
the topic of Fruit and vegetables.

plums

oranges

mangoes

strawberries

peas

tomatoes

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 8 (
To Scene 6 '

Go to the far right edge of the street and click once your cursor is
a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the far left of the street and click on the teleporter (your
cursor will change to a “Teleport” symbol. Alternatively, use your
map.
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Scene 8

Present continuous

Setting

The Tall Tower and the Trickster’s spaceship

Target vocabulary

Activities: cleaning, drinking (water), eating, fixing
(the engine), jumping, making (a machine), reading,
running, sleeping, swimming, walking
Other: turn on/off

Target structures

What’s (he) doing?

Activities: dancing, using (the computer)
Other: (go) through, (go) up, (on) top (of), bring
Vocabulary back, electricity, engine, apartments, key cards,
nothing, prison, robot, safe, see [understand], study
Extension
[v], talk, their, X-ray vision
Structures

Tell me what (the people inside the flats) are doing.
Because (they’re cool)!

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to rescue Hip and Hop from the
Mega Trickster.

Adventure 1: Help the police officers and gain entry to the Tall Tower
Go right until you reach a police officer. Click on him and he’ll prompt you to use
the donuts and coffee from your inventory. Do this and he will let you past.
Continue right until you meet a second police officer. Speak to her and she will ask
you to use your X-ray vision to see what the people inside the apartments of the
Tall Tower are doing. A pop-up window will appear automatically showing you a
scene from inside one of the apartments. Close the window down (click the “X”) to
answer the police officer’s question. Continue until all the questions have been
answered.
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Police officer
What’s
What’s
What’s
What’s
What’s

he doing?
she doing?
he doing?
she doing?
he doing?

Answer
He’s running.
She’s cleaning.
He’s drinking water.
She’s reading.
He’s dancing.

Once every question has been answered correctly you’ll be granted access to the
top of the Tall Tower building. Go right and click on the entrance to the blue tube
elevator (your cursor will change to an “Up” symbol).
Adventure 2: Use the robots to free Hip and Hop
At the top of the Tall Tower, go left and up the stairs to the top platform. Click on
the side of the Trickster’s spaceship to enter (your cursor will change to an “Enter”
symbol).
Once inside the spaceship, speak to Hip who is imprisoned on the ground floor.
She will ask you to bring back a robot to turn on the computer. There are several
robots around the spaceship doing various jobs. Talk to each robot until you find
the robot that is using the computer (Robot B). When it asks “Can I help you?”
reply “Yes, please.” Go to the ground floor and the robot will follow. Click on the
orange computer and you will have completed the first step towards freeing Hip
and Hop. Continue in the same manner for the remainder of Hip’s instructions.
Hip’s instructions
Bring back a robot to turn on the computer.

Action required
Take Robot B to the computer.

Bring back a robot to turn off the electricity. Take Robot A to the computer.
Bring back a robot with a key card.

Take Robot C to the computer.
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Robot B

Robot A

Robot C

Robot D

The computer

Robot E

Robot F

Hip

Hop

! If you bring the incorrect robot back to the computer, you will have to start the
process again.
When the process is complete, Hip and Hop will be freed from the prison cells.
Outro
The Mega Trickster will transport in from above, furious over your meddlesome
intrusion into his spaceship. But he will soon receive his comeuppance when the
Space Tricksters are unleashed to mete out revenge on him. Each in turn run into
him and knock him over, eventually sending him off to sleep. For this, the Space
Tricksters will redeem themselves and morph into regular Space Islanders. The
professor will then appear via your visor to thank you. Space Island is saved!
Following the outro, students should make sure all the supplementary activities are
completed if they want to earn eight gold stars on their report card.
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Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Doctor Robotic at the base of the Tall Tower building, outside the front doors.
Speak to her and she will give you a robot.
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
At the base of the Tall Tower building, to
the right of the entrance to the blue tube
elevator, you’ll find a post box. Click on
this to access a game of Match card to
revise and extend vocabulary on the topic
of Activities.

cleaning

dancing

swimming

sleeping

reading

eating

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 7 '

Go to the far left edge of the Scene, at the base of the Tall Tower
building, and click once your cursor is a “Go left” symbol.
Alternatively, use your map.
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Glossary of items
Scene 0
Space Trickster list

Catch all eight Space Tricksters on the list. Color is added
to the Tricksters when you catch them.

Picture Dictionary

Use this to look up unfamiliar words. You will find a picture
and the pronunciation for each headword.

Space Trickster
Catching Machine

When you see this in the bottom left corner of the screen
it is active and can be used. Click on a Space Trickster to
catch it. Note that the frequency of the graph line
fluctuations on the screen indicates the proximity of a
Space Trickster.

pet

Return this to Space Stacey.

Scene 1

mission log

As you journey through the Scenes of Space Island, you
will accumulate written reports of your experiences. These
can be viewed in the mission log. Click on the green
arrows to move through them.

watering can

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.

Scene 2
detector

Use this on the people in the Space Bus to determine
whether they are a Space Trickster or not. Click “USE” to
activate it.

Teresa Valentin
autographed photo

A memento of your encounter with the famous astronaut
Teresa Valentin.

Scene 3
Snaffle Quag
(USB stick)
Groggly Skiff
(USB stick)

Click “USE” outside the Snaffle Quag’s pen when
prompted. The animal’s name will appear on the computer
screen.
Click “USE” outside the Groggly Skiff’s pen when
prompted. The animal’s name will appear on the computer
screen.
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Voodle
(USB stick)

Click “USE” outside the Voodle’s pen when prompted. The
animal’s name will appear on the computer screen.

Num Num
(USB stick)

Click “USE” outside the Num Num’s pen when prompted.
The animal’s name will appear on the computer screen.

Waffler
(USB stick)

Click “USE” outside the Waffler’s pen when prompted. The
animal’s name will appear on the computer screen.

toy

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.

bat

Click “FOLLOW” and the bat will follow you around,
hovering in the air behind you.

Scene 4
flowers

Click “PICK UP” to carry these around with you.

Space Island map

A map of Space Island to show you where the tall building
is. Note this is not an interactive map.

Scene 5
space suit

Click “PUT ON” to dress like an astronaut.

belt

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.

Scene 6

Earth sports teams

This shows you which people you need to find for each of
the four teams. The red-colored heads in the right column
indicate whether you need to find a male or a female. The
left column indicates the required abilities.

basketball clothes

Click “PUT ON” to dress like a basketball player.

tennis racket

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.

Scene 7
donuts and coffee

Give this to the first police officer you come to in Scene 8.
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Beamaway favorite
sandwich: bananas
and strawberries

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.

Scene 8
robot

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.
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